!5] is a well-known ensemble learning algorithm that constructs its constituent or base models in sequence.
AdaBoost
is constructing a distribution over the training examples to crette each base model. This distribution, represented as a vector, is constructed to be orthogonal to the vector of mistakes made by tLe previous base model in the sequence [6] . The idea is to make file next base model's errors uncorrelated with those of the previol_s model. Some researchers have pointed out the intuition that it is probably better to construct a distribution that is orthogonal to the mistake vectors of all the previous base models, but that tt_is is not always possible [6] . We present an algorithm that atteml)ts to come as close as possible to this goal in an efficient manner, v_e present experimental results demonstrating significant improveme:lt over AdaBoost and the Totally Corrective boosting algorithm [5] , which also attempts to satisfy this goal. 
Output the filal hypothesis: Totally Initialize al = dl.
For j == 1,2, ...:
where Zj = _-_i=l d3,_exp(-°_3 qJ,') is the normalizing factor.
Output the fin L1hypothesis
: Constructing such at dt+l is not always possible.
In particular, if m > t, then the system of equations just given is overspecified, so that there may not be a solution. Kivinen and Warm_:th's totally corrective algorithm (figure 2) attempts to solve this problem using an it_rative method.
The initial parts of the algorithm are similar to AdaBoost.
That is, the totally corrective algorithm uses the same dl as AdaBoost in creating the first base model and the next statement checks that the base model error is less than 0.5. The difference is in the method of calculating the weight distribution for the ne:.:t base model. In this section, we compare AdaBoost, the totally corrective algorithm, and our averaging algorithr_ on nine UCI datasets [2] described in Table 1 . We ran all three algorithms with three different values of T, which is the maximum number of base models tha; the algorithm is allowed to construct: 10, 50, and 100. Each result reported is 1he average over 50 results obtained by performing 10 runs of 5-fold cross-validat on. Table 1 shows the sizes of the training and test sets for the cross-validation ruts. Figure 4 compares the error rates of AdaBoost and our averaging algorithm with Naive Bayes base models. In all the plots presented in this paper, each point marks the error rates of two algorithms when run with the number of base models indicated in the legend and a particular dataset. The diagonal line in the plots contain points at which the two algorithms have equal error. Therefore, points below/above the line correspond to the error of algorithm indicated on the y-axis being less than/gr_,ater than the error of the algorithm indicated on the x-axis, respectively.
We ca_ see that, for Naive Bayes base models, our averaging algorithm performs much better than AdaBoost overall. on two, which is written as "+6=1-2" in the table. Figure 5 shows that our averaging algorithm performs substantially better than the Totally Corrective algorithm with our averaging algor thm. We examined the runs of the Totally Corrective algorithm in more detail and fften found the overfitting that Kivinen and Warmuth thought would happen. Duq_ to this poor performance, we did not continue experimenting with the totally corrective algorithm for the rest of this paper.
4We use a t-test _,,ith c_ = 0.05 to compare all the classifiers in this paper. 
